Faculty Achievements 2013
Grants, Exhibitions, Performances, Posters, Presentations, Publications
Katherine A. Adelsberger  
Douglas and Maria Bayer Endowed Chair in Earth Science


Caesar Akuetey  
Professor of Modern Languages and Literatures—French


Stuart Allison  
Professor of Biological Sciences

“The History of Ecological Restoration: Where has the field been and where might it go?” Symposium, Madison, WI, October, 2013.

Gizem Arslan  
Visiting Assistant Professor of Modern Languages—German


“Exile Equations: Equivalence and Displacement in Emine Sevgi Özdamer’s Seltsame Sterne starren zur Erde.” The Annual Meeting of the American Comparative Literature Association, Toronto, Canada, April 2013. Supported by the Knox Conference Travel Fund.


Daniel J. Beers  
Assistant Professor of Political Science & International Relations

German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) Grant (with Todd Heidt and Emre Sencer). Travel-study program to Berlin and Istanbul December 2013: $10,000.

Monica Berlin
Associate Professor of English


[Light we’ve known: a sky and such & never] (with Beth Marzoni), *Quarterly West 77*, Winter 2013: Online.

[Another well-lit day & the river]. (with Beth Marzoni), *DIAGRAM 13.2*. Spring 2013: Online.

[Now everywhere’s always a show played for easy laughs] & [After unhanging the walls & undressing windows beneath our cupola]. (with Beth Marzoni), *ellipsis...Literature and Art*, Vol. 49. Spring 2013: 11,112.


[Air so lousy with it everything’s made heavy-thick]; [That your August sky some-how suddenly]; [That flat blue plaster sky curves us] & [Any highway will turn out night]. (with Beth Marzoni), *Colorado Review 40.2* Summer 2013: 111-117.

[All the particular places we’ve known window sometimes & sometimes]. (with Beth Marzoni), *Better: Culture & Lit 3*. October 2013: Online.


Reading: *Dear So & So*, (with Beth Marzoni), *The Louisville Conference of Literature and Culture Since 1900s*, Louisville, Kentucky, February 2013.

Neil Blackadder
Professor of Theatre


Translator: Ewald Palmetshofer, *hamlet is dead. no gravity* (from German *hamlet ist tot.keine schwerkraft*), presented in staged readings at Victory Gardens, Chicago, March 2013, and Chalk Circle Theatre, Norwich, UK, April 2013.
Translator: excerpts from Lukas Bärfuss, *Oil* (from German *Öl*), presented in staged reading at Goethe-Institut Toronto, June 2013.


Translator: Ernst Jandl, “hears himself coming to the door” (from German “hört sich an die Tür kommen”), *Tongue* 2 (2013).


Invited participant: inaugural planning meeting for a national network to promote theatre in translation, Studio Theatre, Washington, DC, August 2013. Supported by the Knox Conference Travel Fund.

**David Bunde**

**Associate Professor of Computer Science**


Elizabeth Carlin Metz
Professor of Theatre


Directed: The Small Room at the Top of the Stairs by Carol Frechette; March 14, 2013. International Voices Project performed at Victory Gardens Theatre, Chicago. March 2013.

Mary Crawford
Professor of Chemistry

“Creating Opportunities & Access in Science and Technology (COAST),” (with Andrew Mehl and Jennifer Templeton). National Science Foundation Scholarships in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (S-STEM) Grant: $613,846

Andrew Civettini
Associate Professor of Political Science

Faculty Research Grant: Candidate Characteristics and Voter Emotions: $3,000

Jeremy Day-O’Connell
Associate Professor of Music


Faculty Research Grant: Cross-linguistic Comparison of Stylized Intonation, $3,704

**Sarah Day-O’Connell**  
Associate Professor of Music

Faculty Research Grant: Joseph Hayden’s English Canzonettas in Performance, $1,408

**Catherine Denial**  
Burkhardt Distinguished Associate Professor of History


“Historical Thinking Skills in the K-16 Classroom.” University of Iowa, Department of History. Iowa City, IA, November 2013.

“Life after Schaeffer Hall.” University of Iowa, Department of History, Iowa City, IA, November 2013.

“Pelagie Faribault’s Island: Marriage and the American State in Early-Nineteenth-Century Dakota and Ojibwe Country.” University of Iowa Department of History, Iowa City, IA, November 2013.

“Primary Sources and Other Useful Tools: The Bringing History Home Experience of Raising Literacy Across the Curriculum.” History and Social Science Teachers Conference. Eastern Illinois University. Charleston, IL, October 2013.


“How Do Historians Do Their Jobs?” Carl Sandburg College, Galesburg, IL, February 2013.

External Grant: “People and Place,” Illinois Humanities Council: $1,275
John F. Dooley  
William and Mary Ingersoll Professor of Computer Science


“Making the Most of the Assessment Process,” (with David Bunde and Jaime Spacco), 18th Annual Conference on Innovation and Technology in Computer Science Education. University of Kent, UK, July 2013. Supported by the Knox Conference Travel Fund.


Faculty Research Grant: “William Friedman, Herbert Yardley, and the Founding of Modern American Cryptology”: $1,569.

Danielle Steen Fatkin  
Assistant Professor of History


Claudia Fernandez  
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages—Spanish

“Grammar development and studying abroad: the effects of time, proficiency level, and interaction,” Second Language Research Forum (SLRF), Provo, Utah, October/November 2013. Supported by the Knox Conference Travel Fund.

Andrea Ferrigno  
Assistant Professor of Art


Solo Exhibition: “Home,” Zanzibar’s, Des Moines, IA, May/June 2013.

Brenda Fineberg  
Professor of Classics

Faculty Research Grant: “Mythic Origins and Contemporary Realities in Late Republican Rome”: $1,290.

Gina Franco  
Associate Professor of English

Poetry Foundation website profile, podcast, and poem, 2013: “Archaeopteryx, an Elegy,” reprinted with permission of the University of Arizona Press.


Tony Gant  
Associate Professor of Art


“Study for Project A’.” Gallery Talk. Fire Barn Gallery, Grand Haven, MI. January 2013


Gregory Gilbert  
Associate Professor of Art


Michael J. Godsil  
Instructor of Art and Journalism—Photography
Juried exhibition: “St. Mark’s Church Ceiling: Edinburgh, Scotland” and “Blue Ceiling, St. Giles Cathedral: Edinburgh, Scotland”. “64 Arts” at the Buchanan Center for the Arts, Monmouth, IL. “St. Marks Church Ceiling” was selected as the first place award winner in the Photography category, 2013.


Fine-art photograph: “Stone Ceiling, St. Giles Cathedral, Edinburgh, Scotland” awarded first place in Photography at the annual Members & Friends Exhibition at the Galesburg Civic Art Center, 2013.


“Old Friends Talk Art.” Buchanan Center for the Arts. Monmouth, IL, July 2013.

Judge: Annual Members & Friends Art Exhibition at the West Central Illinois Arts Center, Macomb, IL.

Fernando Gómez
Associate Professor of Modern Languages and Literatures — Spanish


Jeff Grace
Assistant Professor of Theatre

Annual Preconference of the Assn. For Theatre in Higher Education, July 20-24, Orlando, FL. Supported by the Knox Conference Travel Fund.

Todd Heidt
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages and Literatures — German


German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) Grant (with Daniel Beers and Emre Sencer),
Travel-study program to Berlin and Istanbul, December 2013: $10,000.

Andrew Hertel
Assistant Professor of Psychology


Heather Hoffmann
Professor of Psychology


Mark Holmes
Associate Professor of Art

Solo Exhibit and Lecture: South Suburban College, South Holland, IL, October 2013.

William Hope
Assistant Professor of Anthropology-Sociology

Faculty Research Grant: “Sensory ethnography of Popular Music Making in Guantanamo, Cuba”: $2,939.

Fred L. Hord
Professor of Africana Studies

Faculty Research Grant: African American Views of Abraham Lincoln, 1858-1970s. $2,200.

Helen Hoyt
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

External Grant: “Preparation, Electronic Structure, and Reactivity Studies of Iron Complexes Supported by Conjugated a-Diimine Ligands,” American Chemical Society Petroleum Research Fund: $50,000.

L. Sue Hulett
Rik and Sophia Henke Distinguished Professor of Political Science and International Relations


Guest Opinion series on U.S. Foreign Policy in the Galesburg Register Mail, 2011-14.

Karen Kampwirth
Robert W. Murphy Professor of Political Science and International Relations


Faculty Research Grant: “LGBT Politics in Nicaragua”: $2,676.

Tim Kasser
Professor of Psychology


**Cyn Kitchen**  
Assistant Professor of English

Faculty Creative Work Grant: Wet Mountain Valley Writers’ Workshop, $2,300.

**Chisato Kojima**  
Visiting Instructor in Asian Studies—Japanese


**Lynette Lombard**  
Professor of Art
Solo show: *Night and Day: Recent Paintings*. Bowery Gallery, NY, November-December 2013. Supported by a Faculty Creative Work Grant.


*Seven on Site*, Ox Bow Gallery, Northampton, MA, May-June 2013.

**Schahrazede Longou**  
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages and Literatures — French


**Nicole Malley**  
Assistant Professor of Music


External Grant: “Rootabaga Jazz Kids,” Target Corporation: $2,000.

External Grant: “Rootabaga Jazz Festival,” Galesburg Community Foundation: $4,000.

**Mat R. Matsuda**  
Associate Professor of Asian Studies--Japanese

Faculty Research Grant: “Japanese Masculinities at Work / Liberal arts Colleges in Japan”: $1,800.

**Frank T. McAndrew**
**Cornelia H. Dudley Professor of Psychology**


“Teaching Careers at Small Liberal Arts Colleges.” Preparing Future Faculty Program, University of Missouri at Columbia, November 2013.


“Gossip and the Management of Reputation.” *Netherlands Institute for Advanced Study* (NIAS) at the Lorentz Center, Leiden, Netherlands, August 2013.

**Thomas Moses**  
Professor of Physics

Faculty Research Grant: Investigation of Virtual Chiral Nematic Phase in Liquid Crystals: $550.

**James Mountjoy**  
Associate Professor of Biological Sciences


**Jason Nethercut**  
Visiting Assistant Professor of Classics

Julio E. Noriega
Associate Professor of Modern Languages and Literatures — Spanish


Daniel J. Peterson
Assistant Professor of Psychology


Bruce Polay
Professor of Music and Artistic Director/Conductor, Knox-Galesburg Symphony

Composition: Siwash Rag, 2013.


Guest Conductor: Roosevelt Magnet School for The Visual and Performing Arts, Peoria, IL.
Brandon Polite  
Visiting Instructor of Philosophy  


Antonio Prado  
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages and Literatures — Spanish  


Gabrielle Raley  
Assistant Professor of Anthropology-Sociology  

Faculty Research Grant: National Center for Faculty Diversity and Development Membership: Faculty Success Program: $3,750.

Kathleen Ridlon  
Assistant Professor of Dance  

Faculty Creative Work Grant: Research in Artist and Audience Relationships in Dance Performance: $667.

Natania Rosenfeld  
Professor of English  

“‘An Intimate Unease’,” *Woolf Studies Annual,* 2013: 16.


“An Infinite Grace.” Yew, Fall 2013.


Reading: Jerusalem, Israel, March 21, 2013. Studio of artist Binya Chohen.

Dennis M. Schneider
Professor of Mathematics

Wolfram Technology Conference/Wolfram Research, Champaign, Il, October 2013. Supported by the Knox Conference Travel Fund.

Michael A. Schneider
Associate Dean for Faculty Development/Professor of History


Faculty Research Grant: Diplomacy and Japan’s Refrigeration Industry, 1919-1950 / Women Leaders Across the Pacific: $2,235

Charles E. Schulz
Professor of Physics


“Mössbauer Spectroscopy, Jahn-Teller Distortions, and a World Record.” Illinois Section American Association of Physics Teachers, Macomb, IL, Spring 2013.

**Carol Scotton**  
*Associate Professor of Economics*


“Knowledge, Care and Maintenance Work: Can there be a knowledge economy if no one is tending to care and maintenance?” Allied Social Sciences Associations and American Economic Association. San Diego, CA. January 2013. Supported by the Knox Conference Travel Fund.

**Peter Schwartzman**  
*Associate Professor of Environmental Studies*


**Emre Sencer**  
*Assistant Professor of History*


German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) Grant, (with Todd Heidt and Daniel Beers). Travel-study program to Berlin and Istanbul, December 2013: $10,000.

**Chad Simpson**  
*Associate Professor in English*
“I Later Learned the Fish was a Gar,” (written as a response to a print by Matthew Sugarman). Exhibited at *Perceptions: Exploring a Sense of Self Through Place*, Western Illinois University Art Gallery, Macomb, Illinois, August-October 2013.


Readings:


Hearing Voices at Orr Street Studios, (with Scott Garson), Columbia, MO. November 2013.

Pygmalion Lit Fest. Champaign, IL, September 2013.

Western Illinois University. Macomb, IL August 2013.

Mission Creek Festival. Iowa City, IA, April 2013.

Prairie Lights Bookstore, (with Marie-Helene Bertino), Iowa City, IA. April 2013.

Columbia College. Chicago, IL, March 2013.

The BookMarket. Glenview, IL. March 2013

Buchanan Center for the Arts. Monmouth, IL, February 2013.

University of Southern Indiana. RopeWalk Reading Series. Evansville, IN, February 2013


**Jennifer Smith**  
**Associate Professor of Dance**


Robert M. Smith
John and Elaine Fellowes Distinguished Professor of English


“Pishtaco.” *Digital Americana* (Spring 2013): 38-42.


Jaime Spacco
Assistant Professor of Computer Science

“Towards Improving Programming Habits to Create Better Computer Science Course Outcomes,” Annual Conference on Innovation and Technology in Computer Science Education. University of Kent, UK, July 2013. Supported by the Knox Conference Travel Fund.
George Steckley
Robert M. and Katherine A. Seeley Distinguished Professor of History


Jennifer Templeton
Associate Professor of Biological Sciences


Lawrence Welch
Clara A. Abbott Distinguished Professor of Chemistry

Faculty Research Grant: Subterranean Radon Monitoring: $3,039

Kelton Williams
Assistant Professor of Educational Studies


Douglas L. Wilson
George Appleton Laurence Distinguished Service Professor Emeritus of English


“Shakespeare at the Lincoln Cottage.” The Cottage Courier, Fall 2013: Online.


“Lincoln’s Character,” Kent State University, September 2013.


“Discussion of the Gettysburg Address” with Michael Burlingame, Conversations at the Newberry, Newberry Library, November 2013.